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Aliens are HERE and they’re breeding with humans, claims
Oxford University lecturer

express.co.uk/news/weird/1119753/Aliens-on-Earth-breed-humans-extraterrestrials-UFO-Young-hae-chi-
oxford-university

Alien hybrids born from a mixed parentage will survive humans on Earth when climate
change ravages the planet. The bizarre theory was presented by Korean lecturer Dr Young-
hae Chi, who teaches at Oxford’s Oriental Institute. The Oxford academic is a firm believer
in the theory of alien visitation and frequent abductions by extraterrestrials. He has now
outlined his most bizarre alien claims in the Korean book Alien Visitations and the End of
Humanity.

According to The Oxford Student, Dr Chi believes in a link between the number of alien
abductions and climate change.

Dr Chi said: “One possibility is that they find our DNA valuable for the preservation of the
stock.

“Secondly, to create species which can survive in the future climate conditions.
“Thirdly, some abductees report that these hybrids are of a very high intelligence, so are
they producing these hybrids as a problem-solver, a future leader”

READ MORE: Colorado family STUNNED by '100 percent REAL' alien UFO

Aliens on Earth: An Oxford lecturer believes aliens are abducting humans (Image: GETTY)
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Dr Chi believes there four main types of alien species, all characterised by their distinct
physical appearances.

These species are an insect-like type of alien, aliens with scales and snake eyes, small aliens
and tall and bold aliens.

The insect-like species is said to be the ruling species, which orders around the lesser
extraterrestrials.

In the end, however, Dr Chi argued the aliens’ actions here on completely self-driven and not
altruistic.

He said: “So, they come not for the sake of us, but for the sake of them, their survival, but
their survival is actually our survival as well, the survival of the entire biosphere.

“That is where I progressed in developing my theory and I’m still looking for more evidence
to support my view.”

In 2012, the lecturer spoke at the annual Anomalous Mind Management Abductee
Contactee Helpline Conference (Ammach) about aliens being present on Earth.

Dr Chi prefaced his keynote by stating “perhaps human civilisation is coming to an end”.

He then outlined why aliens are coming to Earth to abduct people, based on the so-called
Colonisation Theory proposed by Dr David Jacobs.

Alien news: Alien hybrids will survive the effects of climate change (Image: BEST UF
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SIGHTING)

Alien news: Aliens breed with humans, then further breed the hybrids with humans (Image:
GETTY)
He said: “The primary purpose of abduction is to produce hybrids – human-alien hybrids –
and the second one is the primary purpose of the hybrid project to colonise the Earth.

“He bases the second argument on observations. The first one is the mass production of the
second generation hybrids.

“Aliens produce hybrids not only between themselves and humans but also between these
alien-human hybrids and humans.”

These “second generation hybrids” supposedly are indistinguishable from humans,
particularly when they blend into society.

In March 2019, the non-profit group Messaging Extraterrestrial Intelligence (METI) pondered
the possibility humans are trapped inside of an extraterrestrial, intergalactic zoo.

Professor Florence Raulin-Cerceau of the National Museum of Natural History in Paris
addressed the theory at the group’s meeting in Paris.

She said: “When we try to better understand the universe, the question of whether we are
alone is unavoidable.”
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Astronomer Jean-Pierre Rospars, who also attended the meeting, said: “It seems likely that
extraterrestrials are imposing a galactic quarantine because they realise it would be
culturally disruptive for us to learn about them.

“Cognitive evolution on Earth shows random features while also following predictable paths.

“We can expect the repeated, independent emergence of intelligent species in the universe,
and we should expect to see more or less similar forms of intelligence everywhere, under
favourable conditions.

“There is no reason to think that humans have reached the highest cognitive level possible.”

Is there alien life out there in space?

Even if intelligent extraterrestrials dot secretly coexist next to humans here on Earth, many
scientists believe aliens may exist somewhere in the depths of space.

The most likely case scenario is life has developed on some otherworldly planet but has not
developed intelligence to the degree humanity has.

Briony Horgan, an astronomer at Purdue University in Indiana, US, said: “We’ve only been
looking for communicating civilisations for the last 60 or 70 years.

“The universe is 13 billion years old and 60 years is an extremely short period of time.

“Perhaps intelligent life isn’t as common as we think and we’re just looking at the wrong
time.”
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